
Funk� Jav� Coffe� Hous� Men�
40 S Villa Ave #6, Villa Park, IL 60181, United States

+16308338233 - https://www.facebook.com/TheFunkyJavaCoffeeHouse/

A complete menu of Funky Java Coffee House from Villa Park covering all 19 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Enter Alvarado likes about Funky Java Coffee House:
Best coffee shop that I’ve been to here after coming to Chicago area the last 2 years. This place is great! The
coffee is fair trade ORGANIC. Couldn’t believe it. And tastes super good, and I’ve been trying all the different

coffee places ever since my visits started to Chicago.The best hands down. And that is the basic coffee. Could
only imagine what the fu fu drinks taste like! And the owner, Larry, makes you feel... read more. The place also
offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in pleasant weather, and there is complimentary WLAN. The

premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or physiological
limitations. What A Corrine K doesn't like about Funky Java Coffee House:

Not impressed in the slightest. Businesses with dim lights are always messy and gross, and this place is no
exception. While the guy at the counter was nice, I was given a cup of milk when I ordered a latte. I came back in
to get another shot and it still was the weakest coffee I've ever drank. At least it was cheap. I can clearly see why.
read more. With the large diversity of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to Funky Java Coffee House becomes

even more attractive, Inthemorning a delicious brunch is offered here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Desser�
DONUTS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

Coffe�
MOCHA

ICED MOCHA

CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

ICED COFFEE

DOUBLE ESPRESSO

LATTE

ICED LATTE

COFFEE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-16:00
Tuesday 07:00-16:00
Wednesday 07:00-16:00
Thursday 07:00-16:00
Friday 07:00-16:00
Saturday 07:00-15:00
Sunday 07:00-13:00
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